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ABSTRACT
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are more than just neural networks with several hidden units that give better results with classification algorithms in automated voice recognition activities. Then spatial correlation was considered in traditional feedforward neural networks and which do not manage speech signal properly to extend, so recurrent neural networks (RNNs) were implemented. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) systems are a unique case of RNNs for speech processing, thus considering long-term dependencies Deep Hierarchical LSTM and BiLSTM is designed with dropout layers to reduce the gradient and long-term learning error in emotional speech analysis. Thus, four different combinations of deep hierarchical learning architecture Deep Hierarchical LSTM and LSTM (DHLL), Deep Hierarchical LSTM and BiLSTM (DHLB), Deep Hierarchical BiLSTM and LSTM (DHBL) and Deep Hierarchical dual BiLSTM (DHBB) is designed with dropout layers to improve the networks. The performance test of all four models were compared in this paper and better efficiency of classification is attained with a minimal dataset of Tamil Language. The experimental results show that DHLB reaches the best precision of about 84% in recognition of emotions for Tamil database, however, the DHBL gives 83% of efficiency. Other design layers also show equal performance but less than the above models DHLL & DHBB shows 81% of efficiency for lesser dataset and minimal execution and training time.
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INTRODUCTION
Advanced pipeline consists of various protocols and hand-engineered creation method depend on top speech processing. They define an end-to-end language method,
named “Artificial Language” whereby machine learning overrules these steps in the process. The above method, combined with such a classification algorithm, produces improved speed on difficult language processing activities than conventional technique, while still being somewhat easier. Deep Speech performs admirably recently written approaches mostly on phone line. As the result, one should always elaborately design the parts of the network for reliability to enhance effectiveness on such a function like recognizing voice in a loud background. Under comparison, exploiting neural networks, the framework utilizes deeper processing end-to-end. To strengthen the overall quality, we reap the benefits of its information represented by deep learning models to train through massive data.

In this article, the characteristics of LSTM, and BiLSTM were analyzed for emotional voice recognition implemented to Tamil emotional information set and used a suitable clustering technique. To classify data sets, distinct user defined classifiers are based end-to-end utilizing CTC. The paper is, as continues to follow, organized. First it describes integrated research in the community of emotional voice recognition and machine learning and then gives the brief introduction about RNN and its layers. Then describes the feature extraction variables that are implemented and details about the dataset collection. Then the research performed, and the outcome are reported. Followed by the conclusion and discussions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In deep learning more than 20 years ago, feed-forward neural network analysis was carried were examined (Liu, Z. T. et al., 2018; Cummins et al., 2017; Mustaqeem, & Kwon, 2020; Mannepalli et al., 2016a; Hussain et al., 2019). Recurrent neural networks and fully connected layers models were being used at almost the same time in voice recognition (Huang et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2019; Karim et al., 2019; Khalil et al., 2019). Most recent, with an almost all state-of-the-art speech task comprising a few other types of recurrent neural network, DNNs are becoming a feature throughout the ASR pipeline (Zhang et al., 2019; Tzirakis et al., 2018; Mannepalli et al., 2016b; Kumar et al., 2017). It has also been noticed that convolutionary networks are useful for acoustic systems (Badshah et al., 2019; He et al., 2016; Jiang, 2019; Wang et al., 2018). In nation-of-the-art recognizers, deep neural networks, generally LSTMs (Rao et al., 2018; Khamparia et al., 2019; Navyasri et al., 2017) are now just starting to be implemented and perform well coevolutionary layers for the retrieval of functions (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Rao & Kishore, 2016; Ocquaye et al., 2019). It has also tested systems in both bidirectional and unidirectional recurrence. End-to-end emotional speech recognition is indeed a popular field of research that, when it is used to score the performances of DNN-HMM (Zeng & Xiao, 2019; Xie et al., 2018; Kishore & Prasad, 2016) shows promising performance. The RNN group performed well enough with graphemic results in emotional speech recognition. It is exposed that the
CTC-RNN system performed well during determining of emotional recognition although a vocabulary will still be required in either case (Sainath et al., 2015; Tzirakis et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2016). In addition, the CTC-RNN process were to be pre-trained with a DNN back propagation network provided by frame-wise formations first from HMM system (Zhang et al., 2018; Liu, B. et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Sastry et al., 2016). In addition, without depending on the frame-wise groupings for preprocessing, we practice the CTC-RNN channels. To date, the exploitation of volume in neural networks has also been important to the field’s success.

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

The Sequential data theory is used by RNNs. The RNN, a neural network with a recent memory that affects forecasting accuracy besides observations, sequences files contained in RNN memory is being used. In the conventional neural network, the concept of using RNN rather than the convolutional neural network is that any inputs are not dependent on one another. Therefore, use of recurrent neural networks in emotional speech processing is a better idea (Mustaqeem & Kwon, 2020).

LSTM

German researchers identified LSTM or Long Short-Term Memory with in mid-90s mostly as difference of its recurring channel to long short-term memory modules. It is indeed one generation closer with RNN. Whereas the issue of dimensionality reduction and explosion slope has been endured by a recurring channel, these were developed to the two issues described previous section. Analyzing the design methodology of LSTM, the layers of input and output are comparable to others in the RNN. In the center node or the replicating module, the difference lies. In LSTM, the repetition part uses 4 layers rather than one, as in RNN. Such layers come into contact with each other in LSTM, but this communication appears to be part of LSTM’s decision-making procedure. The Figure 1 below shows the repetitive subsystem architecture.

![Figure 1. Sequential LSTM layer internal architecture](image_url)
The line graph which represents plus, and cross symbol show the state of its node and behaves as major factor to LSTM. LSTM can change reflective process throughout the cell. It behaves like a chain which determines the amount of information from all 4 layers to also be handled. The ‘+’ and ‘X’ represent the gates in each state of the cell. Gates chooses to either allow the data to next phase or not. Individuals are composed of an artificial neural layer including its sigmoid and a point wise procedure of multiplying. The sigmoid part provides the given number between 0 and 1, characterizing how often data to just let through in. Second, it is necessary to determine the latest data is stored throughout the total numbers, that is achieved by referencing the information of the input gate layer and the above-mentioned input training algorithm. Updating the new cell state will be the next input mode. Then it preceded by the objectives have been met computation, completed by the hidden layers of the output.

**BiLSTM**

Schuster and Paliwal (1997) developed bi-directional recurrent neural networks (BRNN) to incorporate 2 different hidden LSTM layers from reverse direction to almost the similar outcome to overcome the drawbacks of a singular LSTM cell which can only collect prior framework but not have the future context. By this architecture, the activation function can use the comparison to previous framework of specific aspects. The sequence input \( x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) \) is measured by a BiLSTM again from reverse direction with a forward hidden pattern \( \tilde{h} = (\tilde{h}_1, \tilde{h}_2, ..., \tilde{h}_n) \) and a primitive hidden sequence \( h = (h_1, h_2, ..., h_n) \). The encrypted variable \( y_t, e \), is established by the convolution including its finalized outputs forward and backward, \( y_t = [\tilde{h}_t, h_t] \) (Equation 1-4).

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{h}_t &= \sigma (W_{\tilde{h}x} x_t + W_{\tilde{h}h} \tilde{h}_{t-1} + b_{\tilde{h}}) \quad [1] \\
\tilde{h}_t &= \sigma (W_{h\tilde{h}} x_t + h_{t-1} + b_{h}) \quad [2] \\
h_t &= W_{hh} \tilde{h}_t + W_{hh} \tilde{h}_t + b_h \quad [3] \\
y_t &= W_{hy} \tilde{h}_t + W_{y\tilde{h}} \tilde{h}_t + b_y \quad [4]
\end{align*}
\]

Where the throughput pattern of the first hidden units is \( y = (y_1, y_2, ..., y_n) \). In addition, there may be some relevant studies assistance to demonstrate that even a high system structure is much more effective than a simplistic one in portraying a few other functions. Thus, this paper has identified a layered BiLSTM network in which the \( y_t \) output again from lower layer will become the higher layer feedback. Figure 2 illustrates the loaded BiLSTM system.
Describing \( Q = (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n) \) as well as \( A = (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m) \) to portray discussion patterns and response sequential output during which \( n \) and \( m \) signify the duration of the answers to questions including both \( q_t \) and \( a_t \) clearly show the responses to questions throughout the \( t \)-th sentences. To acquire their previous hidden structures, HQ and HA, a layered BiLSTM over the responses to questions, and the arithmetic is as continues to follow in which \( d \) seems to be the hidden layer factor (Equation 5-8).

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_t^q &= sBiLSTM (h_{t-1}^q, h_{t+1}^q, q_t), \quad h_0^q = 0, \\
    h_t^a &= sBiLSTM (h_{t-1}^a, h_{t+1}^a, a_t), \quad h_0^a = h_n^q, \\
    H_Q &= [h_1^q, h_2^q, \ldots, h_n^q] \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times n}, \\
    H_A &= [h_1^a, h_2^a, \ldots, h_m^a] \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times m}
\end{align*}
\]

**Feature Extraction**

**Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC).** MFCC is determined by the characteristics of listening in the human ear, which simulates the human auditory system using a nonlinear frequency unit. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique is optimally used to transform, as explained in, each sample frame from the time domain into the frequency domain (Equation 9).

\[
S[k] = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} s[n] \cdot e^{-\frac{j2\pi nk}{N}}, \quad 0 \leq k \leq N - 1
\]
The mel filter bank is composed of overlapping triangular filters with the cutoff frequencies determined by the two adjacent filters’ center frequencies. The filtration has centre frequencies linearly distributed, and fixed mel scale bandwidth. The logarithm seems to have the impact, mentioned in, of shifting multiplier into addition (Equation 10).

\[
F[m] = \log \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |x[k]|^2 H_m[k], \quad 0 \leq m \leq M
\]  

Ultimately, to find the MFCC, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the log wavelet packet energy is computed (Equation 11).

\[
c[n] = \sum_{m=1}^{N} s[n] e^{-j 2 \pi n k / N}, \quad 0 \leq k \leq N - 1
\]  

**MFCC Delta**

MFCC Delta, also known as variance and maximum speed coefficients. The features of MFCC vector explains only the power spectral functions of single frames, but in speech data the information will be obtained in dynamic values and more variation in features, what the trajectories of the MFCC features extracted are done with over time. It gives an out turns that calculating and appending the MFCC trajectories to the vectors of real and original features increases the performance of ASR by quite a bit (if we have 12 MFCC coefficients, we would also get 12 delta coefficients, which would combine to give a length 24 feature vector). The following formula is employed to calculate the delta coefficients (Equation 12):

\[
d_t = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} n (c_{t+n} - c_{t-n})}{2 \sum_{n=1}^{N} n^2}
\]  

where \(d_t\) is a delta coefficient, \(t\) frames are computed in terms of the static coefficients \(c_{t+n}\) to \(c_{t-n}\). A typical value for \(N\) is 2.

**The Bark Scale**

It is based on the key throughput idea, is predictable underneath 500 Hz. e Bark scale outcomes from portraying an entire band of wavelengths with sequences of critical bands and not allowing to merge them. The Bark 1 to 24 numbers are the 24th critical band in the proceedings. Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth ERB respective logarithmic and sequential; that every dimension is like Bark scale as it also offers an approximation of bandwidths of high noise filters, and therefore utilizes rectangular (unachievable recognition) band-pass filters to efficiently optimize filter modelling. The case hardening conversion would be between ERB and Hertz.
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Spectral Kurtosis
The component associated with the execution of extracting features is spectral kurtosis, but it symbolizes the statistical relationship from both voice samples (Xie et al., 2018). Throughout the transmissions, the spectral kurtosis could still be described as the value of kurtosis of the variables of voice, and therefore is described as Equation 13:

\[ F_5 = \frac{a_4(S^*(m),S^*(m),S^*(m),S^*(m))}{a_2(S^*(m),S^*(m))^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

During which \( S^*(m) \in \{S(m),S^c(m)\} \) the complicated conjugate of the process parameters \( S^c(m) \) is demonstrated by \( S(m) \) as well as the accumulated fourth and second order are stated by \( a_4 \) and \( a_2 \).

Spectral Skewness
The spectral skewness (Wang et al., 2018) demonstrates the irregularities in the spectrum ‘s distribution of the voice signal on its average rating. The spectral skewness further assumes the energy level of its spectrum via transfer. Unless the energy size is low upon this distribution left side, it will be very strong if the spectral variable of skewness contains its speech signal.

Dataset
The emotional voice signals are recorded through mobile apps for training and research. All inputs are captured in 44KHz frequency mono signal. The samples collected were utilized for the simulation purpose. Speech information is obtained from 10 individual male and female speakers individually. Every speaker has been asked to utter 10 times each sentence in different emotions like anger, happy, sad, fear, disgust, neutral and boredom. The sentence I have taken is “Na nalla iruken ennaku onnum illa”. Both male and female speakers report a total of 1400 emotional speech data samples. These samples were taken into consideration for this design flow analysis. A sentence-based samples were recorded by students of arts. For testing purpose, the samples were collected with co-working faculty to identify their emotions during their counselling period. Totally 50 samples were collected with same 44KHz through same mobile apps. Thus these 50 samples were tested to identify the emotions of working faculty. Since the training data base were collected by the professional actors, taking that Tamil emotional data as base the testing emotion database can be identified with more accuracy and perfection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With sequential data input, the emotional speech database is analyzed in this design layer. The speech signal is converted to LSTM / BiLSTM Layers as sequential vectors and
then passed to them. MFCC, MFCC delta, Bark spectrum, Spectral kurtosis and Spectral Skewness are the extraction characteristics selected for this design analysis shown in Figure 3. For testing and training, all the characteristics were examined and concatenated for each speech data to identify its mean and standard deviation. The vector feature per sequence is assigned to 20 and total number of feature overlapping is 10. With these characteristics the evaluation for different design layer structures that have been fixed. Adam is the optimizing algorithm used here. The Adam optimization algorithm is applied to back-propagation, which has been utilized in many areas recently for the analysis of deep learning and other applications like artificial intelligence and computer vision. Integration, some of the common features of Adam, is directly forwarded for experimentation. Effectiveness in computation. Tiny specifications for recollection. Wavelet transform for adjusting patterns diagonal direction. Well suited for problems with information- and/or parameter-size. Good for goals that are non-stationary.

For very noisy/ or scattered gradients, an effective algorithm. Hyper-parameter interpretation is user-friendly and usually includes minor changes. Optionally, during each single era, the data must optimize the training weights numerous times. The volume of material which is included in almost every transformation in sub-epoch weight is known as the size of the batch. For example, with a 50-voice test set, an entire batch size would be 1000, a 500 or 200 or 100 mini batch size, and batch size will define the deep function of training and testing of data, thus mini batch size is set to 250 and for the evaluation, the number of hidden layers is 500 and the initial learning rate is 0.005 and the max epoch is 10. Well after the epoch increases, the iteration can increase the efficiency by continuously training data, but the accuracy and loss during iteration remain the same. The accuracy level of the training dataset after 10 epochs has not been modified. The timeline for the learning rate is piecemeal. Dropout is a method that addresses both problems. This prevents
overfitting and provides a way to effectively combine numerous different neural networks exponentially. The word dropout refers to the dropping out of units in a neural network (hidden and visible). In the simplest case, each unit is maintained with a fixed probability p, independent of other units, where p can be selected using a validation set or simply set to 0.5, which seems to be almost optimal for several networks and operations. The optimal retention probability, however, for the input units is generally closer to 1 than to 0.5. For design layer analysis three dropout layers were accomplished after each LSTM. The probability values are 0.5 each. The LSTM / BiLSTM design layer was analyzed by fixing all these parameters.

**Deep Hierarchal LSTM&LSTM (DHLL) Model**

As mentioned before the input speech signal is converted into the sequential data and processed to the dropout layer. The performance of the models is analyzed to reach a conclusion that DHLL model generates confusion matrix with 10-fold cross validation. Since cross folding is random each evaluation output shows different accuracy level a mean of 5 evaluation was considered for DHLL accuracy rate. Among the average 10 folds cross valuation fold 3 shows 85.7% of accuracy and fold 4 and 6 shows 83.98% of accuracy shown in Figure 4, where other folds also show better performance of accuracy around 70-80%. In the testing phase 50 samples of emotions were given as input for analysis of emotional recognition. From the 5 evaluation the best and higher accuracy level obtained in DHLL is 80.1%.

In the five evaluation the time taken to training and evaluation of classification timings were considered from Figure 5. While taking the mean value for training of DHLL takes around 7.86 Mins and to evaluate the classification it takes around 1.36 mins.

![DH LSTM/LSTM MODEL Cross Fold Outputs](image-url)

*Figure 4. DHLL Cross fold output for multiple evaluation*
Finally, by considering the higher accuracy level iteration it shows time taken is 6.14 and 1.18 for training and evaluation (Figure 6). Since the data set is recorded with 44kHz of mono signal the evaluation time for training the dataset extend to 9.41mins, but the accuracy level is low than the best accuracy rate.

Thus, from Figure 6 its concluded that best accuracy obtained for Tamil emotional dataset in DH LSTM/LSTM model is 81.1%, but disgust is lagging at higher rate. From Figure 7, it is clear that still emotions like disgust are mapped or overlapped with other emotions like boredom and sadness. The confusion matrix shows emotions like anger and neutral shows better accuracy rate of 96% and 92%. Whereas other emotions have some average performance towards their own parent class. Emotion like sadness, disgust and happiness has only 68% of accuracy and 32% of loss can be seen in row normalization.
Deep Hierarchical LSTM & BiLSTM (DHLB) Model

The performance of DHLB models is analyzed to reach a conclusion that DHLB model generates confusion matrix with 10-fold cross validation as final classification output. AS like DHLL max 5 times the simulation is evaluated to find the consistent in accuracy level. Among 5 simulation the average 10 folds cross valuation fold 3 shows 88.58% of accuracy and fold 2 and 9 shows 84.56% of accuracy shown in Figure 8, where other folds also show better performance of accuracy around 70-80%. In the testing phase same 50 samples of data used in DHLL is utilized for analysis. Each iteration there is a small variation in identification of emotional recognition. The average accuracy level for 5 evaluation is around 81.54%.

Now by analyzing the time factor the five evaluation the time taken to training and evaluation of classification timings were considered from Figure 9. While taking the mean value it is clear that for training of DHLB takes around 5.63 Mins and to evaluate the classification it takes around 1.05 mins.

From Figure 10 the accuracy level in each simulation is established. As the cross-validation folds are random the accuracy level changes randomly. But it lies in the range of 80 to 84. In each simulation the training time and the evaluation time also varies, but only seconds of variation can be identified. Among the 5 simulation results, in second iteration higher range of results is identified i.e., 83.43%.

Finally, by considering the higher accuracy level iteration it shows that for the given input Tamil database DHLB model gives 83.4% of efficiency (Figure 11).
Figure 8. DHLB cross fold output for multiple evaluation

Figure 9. DHLB performance of evaluation time and training time

Figure 10. DHLB accuracy rate for 5 evaluations
In the confusion matrix, emotions like anger and neutral gives higher rate of 98% and 90%. As like DHLL this model also lags in other emotional states. Happy and Neutral emotions lags in DHLB model. Only 74% of accuracy is obtained in both states and shows lowest of all emotion recognition. Fear, Boredom and Disgust shows 80% and 84% of accuracy.

Deep Hierarchal BiLSTM & LSTM (DHBL) Model

The DHBL models is analyzed to reach a conclusion that DHBL technique generates confusion matrix with 10-fold cross validation as final classification output. As like DHLB max 5 times the simulation is evaluated to find the consistent in accuracy level. Among 5 simulation the average 10 folds cross valuation fold 6 shows 88.56% of accuracy and fold 5, 3, and 8 shows 84% and 82% of accuracy shown in Figure 12, where other folds also show better performance of accuracy around 70-80%. In the testing phase same 50 samples of data used in DHLL is utilized for analysis. Each iteration there is a small variation in identification of emotional recognition. The average accuracy level for 5 evaluation is around 81.3%.

Now by analyzing the time factor the five evaluation the time taken to training and evaluation of classification timings were considered from Figure 13. While taking the mean value it is clear that for training of DHBL takes around 10.4 Mins and to evaluate the classification it takes around 0.54 mins.
From Figure 14 the accuracy level in each simulation is established. As the cross-validation folds are random the accuracy level changes randomly. But it lies in the range of 79 to 84. In each simulation the training time and the evaluation time also varies, but only few seconds of variation can be identified. Among the 5 simulation results, in third iteration shows higher range of results is identified i.e., 83.13%.

Finally, by considering the higher accuracy level iteration it shows that for the given input Tamil database DHBL model gives 83.13% of efficiency (Figure 15). In the confusion matrix, emotions like anger and neutral gives higher rate of 98% and 92%. As like DHLL this model also lags in other emotional states. Disgust and Sadness emotions lags in DHBL model. Only 64% of accuracy is obtained in both disgust and sadness states and shows lowest of all emotion recognition. Fear, Boredom and Disgust shows 80% and 86% of accuracy.

![Figure 12. DHBL cross fold output for multiple evaluation](image1)

![Figure 13. DHBL performance of evaluation time and training time](image2)
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Deep Hierarchal BiLSTM & BiLSTM (DHBB) Model

The DHBB models is analyzed to reach a conclusion that DHBB technique generates confusion matrix with 10-fold cross validation as final classification output. As like other models max 5 times the simulation is evaluated to find the consistent in accuracy level. Among 5 simulation the average 10 folds cross valuation fold 3 shows 86.26% of accuracy and fold 4 and 8 shows 80% of accuracy shown in Figure 16, where other folds also show better performance of accuracy around 70-80%.

Figure 14. DHBL accuracy rate for 5 evaluations

Figure 15. Cross fold confusion matrix for DHBL
Each iteration there is a small variation in identification of emotional recognition. The average accuracy level for 5 evaluation is around 79.42%. Now by analyzing the time factor the five evaluation the time taken to training and evaluation of classification timings were considered from Figure 17. While taking the mean value it is clear that for training of DHBB takes around 14.3 Mins and to evaluate the classification it takes around 1.14 mins.

From Figure 18 the accuracy level in each simulation is established. As the cross-validation folds are random the accuracy level changes randomly. But it lies in the range of 78 to 82. In each simulation the training time and the evaluation time also varies, but only few seconds of variation can be identified. Among the 5 simulation results, in third iteration shows higher range of results is identified i.e., 83.13%.
Finally, by considering the higher accuracy level iteration it shows that for the given input Tamil database DHBB model gives 81.4% of efficiency (Figure 19).

In the confusion matrix, emotions like anger and neutral gives higher rate of 98%. As like DHLL this model also lags in other emotional states. Happiness and Sadness emotions lags in DHBB model. Only 64% of accuracy is obtained in both happiness and sadness states and shows lowest of all emotion recognition. Fear, Boredom and Disgust shows 80% and 86% of accuracy.

Figure 18. DHBB accuracy rate for 5 evaluations

Figure 19. Cross fold confusion matrix for DHBB
Thus, Tables 1 and 2 show the overall performance of the entire designs. Comparing with all the models DHLB shows better performance than the other models. Also, DHBL also achieves equal performance to DHLB. Both the models give accuracy of 84% for the collected Tamil emotional database. Now comparing the training time for all models DHLB acts better than DHBL. Even though DHBL shows equal performance towards DHLB, it takes more time for training the database.

More than half of the time is reduced in DHLB. Also, from Figures 20 and 21, it is clear that in cross fold 2 achieves highest percentage of accuracy of 97.4%. Among all model only 5.41 mins were taken to train the database in DHLB model, whereas DHBL & DHBB takes around 11 mins to complete the training. After training the testing is done to identify the different emotional classification for the input 50 samples. In testing also DHLB shows better evaluation time than other models, it takes only 1.05 mins to complete the evaluation.

In most efficient DHLB gives better performance in RNN followed by DHBL it is most. The LSTM model takes the least time for training and evaluation, where other techniques take slightly more time and DHBB takes the highest time. The results obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Cross fold accuracy of DH LL/LB/BL/BB layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fold Accuracy/Methodology</td>
<td>DHLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 3</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 4</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 5</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 6</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 7</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 9</td>
<td>88.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fold 10</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Overall performance of DH LL/LB/BL/BB models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Performance (5 Iteration)</td>
<td>DHLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Accuracy</td>
<td>81.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average accuracy</td>
<td>80.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Training Time</td>
<td>6.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Training Time</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Evaluation Time</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Evaluation Time</td>
<td>1.368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from different models are generated and presented effectively in this paper. We believe that further research can enhance this model and optimize it with lots of computation and data.

CONCLUSION

Since standard feedforward neural networks cannot handle speech data well (due to lacking a way to feed information from a later layer back to an earlier layer), thus, RNNs have been introduced to take the temporal dependencies of speech data into account. Furthermore, RNNs cannot handle the long-term dependencies due to vanishing/exploding gradient problem very well. Therefore, LSTMs and BiLSTM were introduced to overcome the shortcomings of RNNs. This paper evaluated RNN with hierarchal of LSTM and BiLSTM with dropout layers are compared their performances on interchanging the layers for a reduced Tamil emotional speech data set. Four different architectures were evaluated; DHLL, DHLB, DHBL and DHBB with dropout layers and the evaluation measures used were accuracy, loss, training time and evaluation time. The results show that the DHLB
performs better than other models. Accuracy rate of 84% is achieved with minimum loss in each seven basic emotions and time taken for training and evaluation is also less than the other models. Thus, the recommendation for the reduced Tamil emotional speech data set is to use DHLB since it returned good efficiency of recognition values within an acceptable running time. Future work will include parameter optimization to investigate the influence on different parameter settings. Furthermore, the learning rate, dropout rate as well as higher numbers of neurons in the hidden layers will be experimented with to get more better performance.
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